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Abstract

Crowdsourcing is a problem solving model. In the context of complex problems, conventional theory suggests that solving complex problems is a province of professionals, that is, people with sufficient knowledge about the domain. Prior literature has indicated that the crowd, in addition to professionals, is also a great source for solving problems such as product innovation and idea generation. However, this assumption has yet to be tested. Adopting a quasi-experimental approach, this study uses a two-phase process to investigate this question. In the first phase we compare the development of a software by the crowd and professionals. In the second phase we evaluate the software developed by the crowdsourcing business model and professionals in terms of key perceived quality dimensions assessed by users of the systems. Quality is measured in terms of pragmatic quality, hedonic quality stimulation, and hedonic quality identification. Our study results suggest that there is a statistically significant difference between the software developed by a crowdsourcing business model and professionals in terms of hedonic quality stimulation and hedonic quality identification but there is no difference in terms of pragmatic quality. This research offers a first assessment of whether a crowdsourcing business model can be used to develop software with better user experience than professionally-developed software.
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Introduction

Increasingly, organizations are tapping the wisdom of crowds to solve “complex” problems [7, 13, 27, 49]. This phenomenon is called crowdsourcing, a term coined by Howe [26]. The wisdom of crowds refers to the accumulation of information in groups that can be processed for collective wisdom, which is often considered to be better than professional wisdom. Surowiecki [49] has suggested that the collective wisdom of a group of less skilled individuals is more informative and creative than that of a few specialized people. The core of crowdsourcing ideas originated from the notion that the wisdom of crowds may be better than solutions created by professionals or small groups. Various definitions of crowdsourcing have been presented. Crowdsourcing is “the act of taking a job traditionally performed by a designated agent (usually an employee) and outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large group of people in the form of an open call” [10, 27, 28, 53]. Crowdsourcing has also been described as a problem-solving model [3, 9, 14, 15]; gaining input from many unknown and unconnected contributors [25]; and distributed production models that ask for contributions via open calls from an undefined large network of people [3, 54]. The common attribute of crowdsourcing in all these definitions is that it is a collaborative effort enabled by people-centric technology. Crowdsourcing business models benefit organizations by providing cheap labor and by tapping geographically disperse crowds.

Critics of the wisdom of crowds suggest that collective wisdom may be only useful for simple problems, and may be difficult to use for complex problems such as software development. As the practice of problem solving with crowdsourcing becomes increasingly common, it is essential to identify whether the wisdom of crowds can be applied to solve complex problems.

There are two alternative streams of research that focus on the legitimacy of the crowd’s/customer’s complex problem-solving abilities. One stream suggests that crowds are mostly novice and do not have sufficient domain expertise to participate in and solve complex problems such as product innovation and development [33, 43, 5]. The other stream argues that “innovation is being democratized” [51], meaning that crowds/customers of product and services know about their requirements, are able to contribute toward the development of a product, and can solve complex problems [9, 32, 51].

Research on Complex Problem Solving (CPS) has revealed a wide variety of thoughts and insights about the characteristics and operationalization of complex problems [17]. The research community is still debating which definition should be widely accepted by the scientific community, what is “complex” in CPS, and how to evaluate the complexity of problems [42]. In group environments, CPS addresses challenges such as coordination of tasks, lack of domain expertise by community members, lack...
of motivation, and sustainability of the community [31]. Such difficulties with CPS are never attempted in a crowdsourcing domain. Although the crowdsourcing business model supports creativity and problem solving [32], use of crowdsourcing for software development is different from general crowdsourcing [55]. These research gaps suggest that research on complex problem solving in crowdsourcing environments is valuable in addressing the question of whether the wisdom of crowds produces quality solutions for complex problems such as software development.

Lanier argues that crowd wisdom is inadequate to solve a creative or innovative problem; collective wisdom is useful when a problem is inadequately defined, a solution is simple, and the collective is aggregated by quality control which depends upon individuals to a high degree [33]. Other researchers suggest that crowdsourcing can be used for solving complex problems [8, 20, 30]. It should be noted here that software development is also a complex and creative activity. The production of a tangible product (software) may require various processes such as requirements analysis, design, coding, and testing [55].

To address the veracity of the two alternative claims about crowdsourcing, we propose to address the following specific research question: Does software developed by the crowdsourcing business model provide the same or better Perceived Quality (PQ) than software developed by professionals?

Theoretical foundation and Conceptual model

Organizations increasingly tap the wisdom of crowds to solve their problems [7, 13, 27, 49]. This phenomenon is called crowdsourcing, a neologism (a compound contraction of ‘crowd’ and ‘outsourcing’) coined by Howe [26]. The term crowdsourcing, like any IS fashion as suggested by Baskerville & Myers [2], is quickly gaining attention from academics and practitioners’ circles. As an emerging research topic, crowdsourcing research roots span various disciplines such as economics, psychology, organizational behavior, management, and information systems, as well as in diverse directions [40]. Consequently, our research study builds on relevant research in the area of complex problem solving, user experience, and crowdsourced software development.

Complex Problems

A problem becomes complex when its solution requires responses that deviate from common solutions or from previously learned ones [36]. In the case of a complex problem, the problem is known but the solution is either unknown or there may be multiple solutions. The goal is not yet clear, but upon agreement, the complex problem may transform to a simple problem. Complex problems differ from simple problems in the availability of information about the problem, the precision of goal definition, the complexity of a problem in terms of number of variables, the degree of connectivity among variables, the type of functional relationship, time dependencies over the course of achieving the goal to solve a problem, and the richness of the problem’s semantic embedding [47]. For example, an organization may want strategic and competitive advantages. The problem is clear if they can define what is meant by “strategic and competitive advantages, but understanding how to solve the problem is far from clear. Deriving solutions to complex problems often requires “organizational learning” [44].

A popular use of crowdsourcing is to perform various micro tasks (routine tasks) which are easier to perform by the humans but rather difficult for machine [16]. Micro tasks are those that are executed in minutes and repetitive in nature, e.g., identifying a person in a photo, phone number verification, or writing reviews. In these types of problems, the solution is known and the objective is clear. Though organizations are also using crowdsourcing model to solve complex problems such as software development, current research in the crowdsourcing and complex-problem solving field lacks a systematic experimental investigation [34]. Leicht et al performed a structured literature review based on top IS and software engineering journals and conferences to review the current state of crowdsourced software development research and concluded that research on crowdsourced software development is still in a nascent phase. They reported that almost 60% of the research in crowdsourcing software development is from a systems perspective, about 40% of the research is on crowdsourcing applications in software development, and only one paper dealt with user perspectives.

Crowdsourced Software Development

Software development is considered one of the most complex, challenging, and creative processes. Software development involves various stakeholders, requirements analysis, design, and architecture, coding, and testing [55]. In addition, the software development life cycle span is becoming shorter, while software complexity is increasing and budgets are stagnant [35]. Software engineering has a substantial number of techniques and tools, and Yet the field is still seeking new technologies and techniques as it faces new challenges every year [55]. One promising solution to developing software is by the crowdsourcing business model. IT industry leaders such as Fujitsu-Siemens [19] and SAP [4] have already leveraged the crowdsourcing business model for innovation management [35]. Lakhani et al report on a crowdsourced programming contest in which about 75% of the solutions to solve an immunogenetic problem outperformed the industry standard, at a total cost of $6,000 [34]. To support crowdsourced software development, various commercial crowdsourcing platforms have emerged. These platforms use different types of open call formats, such as online competition; on-demand matching, in which the workers are chosen by registrants; and online bid, where developers bid for tasks before starting to work [37]. The World Quality Report (2014), the premier report for software testing practices, indicates that more than half of the surveyed organizations already employ crowdsourcing for their software testing process [35].

Although the crowdsourcing business model supports creativity and problem solving [32], use of crowdsourcing for software development is different from general crowdsourcing [55]. According to Wu et al software crowdsourcing needs
to support the rigorous engineering disciplines of software development; stimulate creativity in software development tasks through the wisdom of the crowd; address the psychological issues of crowdsourcing such as competition, open, sharing, collaboration, and learning; address the financial aspects and recognition for various stakeholders; ensure the quality of the software product; and address liability issues in case of failure [55]. A key feature of software crowdsourcing is that it is a contest-based crowdsourcing model. In a contest-based crowdsourcing model, a problem owner who faces an innovation-related problem posts this problem to a large independent crowd and then provides a reward to the agent who produces the best solution [50]. While competitions promote creativity and support quality software development, they may reduce the massive competitions [55]. A contest-based crowdsourcing model also promotes the min-maxing nature of game playing by different people with different roles [50].

This research simplifies and adapts crowdsourcing in a software development context, in particular a website development project. Understanding and managing of website structures is a complex task [11]. Like any other software development effort, website development processes can involve requirements analysis, design, and implementation, which make this also a complex, challenging, and creative process [55].

**IT/IS Professionals**

Human factor analysis is one of the most important areas in the software engineering [6]. According to Boehm human factor is the second most important factor after product size to determine the effort required for development of software [6]. We know from previous research that IS professional team's plays an important role for effective and efficient development of Information Systems [45]. Siu, Tan, & Sheng identified fifty-nine unique characteristics classified into eight dimensions that determine the important characteristics of software development team members [45]. Attitude/motivation, knowledge, interpersonal/communication skills, and working/ cognitive ability are the most important characteristics.

**User Experience**

In this research, we define perceived quality from the user experience perspective. Design and development challenges have shifted from providing efficient, reliable, secured, usable functionalities with a competitive price toward providing users with pleasurable experiences. User experience should therefore exceed expectations and support fulfillment of human needs, such as identification, past memory evocation, and stimulation (proliferation of knowledge and development of skills) through a product [38]. Consequently, good functionality and usability have become axiomatic features and are not enough when designing a successful product [21, 38, 39]. A valid and reliable measure of UX could be useful in the evaluation of crowdsourced software.

Hassenzahl and Tractinsky define user experience as a “consequence of a user’s internal state (predispositions, expectations, needs, motivation, mood, etc.), the characteristics of the designed system (complexity, purpose, usability, functionality, etc.) and the environment within which the interaction occurs (organizational/social setting, meaningfulness of the activity)” [22]. According to Alben “all the aspects of how people use an interactive product (feeling, understanding, sensations) fit to the context” [1]. According to Forlizzi and Batterbe “emotion is at the heart of any human experience and an essential component of user-product interactions and user experience” [18]. In fact, “UX is a momentary, primarily evaluative feeling (good-bad) while interacting with a product or service” [23]. Various definitions and concepts of UX have been proposed, but the common theme in all the definitions is that UX is an outcome of interactions between a user and a product in the form of the user’s perceptions and emotions.

Although these two premises are the same, researchers have used two different concepts to define user experience. One group suggests uncovering the objective in the subjective, and developed a model-based approach (a reductionist approach). The other group suggested that UX is very subjective in nature and should be inherent to the concept of UX, and thus developed a framework of thought (phenomenological approach).

Hassenzahl presented a hedonic/pragmatic model of user experience. This model suggested that users first perceive product features, such as content, presentation, functionality, and presentation style to view a personal version of the apparent product character (pragmatic attributes and hedonic attributes) [21]. This apparent product character leads to consequences, such as a product’s appeal (good-bad), its emotional consequences (satisfaction and pleasure), and its behavioral consequences (increased usage). The consequences are not always the same and may be moderated by specific usage situations.

Pragmatic quality refers to a product’s perceived ability to support the fulfillment of functions or intended tasks. Hassenzahl refers to these functions or tasks as “do goals” or instrumental goals (in which software is performing intended tasks) [23]. Pragmatic quality focuses on the utility and usability of products in terms of intended tasks. Hedonic quality refers to individual psychological well-being. Hedonic quality is mostly associated with pleasure. According to Hassenzahl [23], hedonic quality refers to a product’s perceived quality to achieve the “be goals,” such as being “competent” related to others. Hassenzahl emphasized that good UX stems from the fulfillment of the human needs for autonomy, competency, stimulation (self-oriented), relatedness, and popularity (other-oriented) through interacting with a product or service [23].

In summary, we propose a conceptual model adapted from Hassenzahl to address the research question in this paper (refer Figure 1) [21]. A conceptual model is a graphical lens for communicating the specification of things, events, or processes [52]. First, drawing on previous theoretical studies, this study proposes that the development approach (by crowdsourcing or IT professionals) has an impact on perceived quality, which is moderated by the complexity of the problem. Perceived quality of the product is measured in terms of pragmatic quality, hedonic quality stimulation, and hedonic quality identification.
The participants in this study consisted of a crowd of students and a professional web development community at University of Nebraska at Omaha (UNO). The students at UNO in this research form the crowd; and the professional group is represented by the UNO’s web development community called the Attic. Attic is a group of undergraduate and graduate students who have or are applying skills in web development and multimedia presentation technologies under professional supervision to commercial projects. The Attic group has successfully completed more than twelve projects of considerable complexity ranging from complex website development to mobile app development.

Tasks

Previous studies have identified task as an important variable and have used it as a lens to study CPS. Problem-solving is mostly a task-centered activity and some researchers believe that “tasks” and “problems” are synonymous to each other [42]. In this study the research task is to design and develop a website to promote the Alumni Association, and UNO in general. The UNO Alumni Association wanted to establish a website for the UNO Alumni members to submit images of themselves with a UNO flag wherever they are in the world. This website would allow users to upload a picture which would then be approved by a content administrator to finalize the submission. The pictures would then be shown on a map. We crowdsourced this problem to the UNO student community and also had this problem solved by the Attic professionals.

Measurement

In this study we measured the perceived quality of the software developed by the crowd and by the professionals. The variables used in this study are listed below:

i. Independent Variable: development approach

ii. Dependent Variables: pragmatic quality, hedonic quality stimulation, and hedonic quality identification

Upon the development of the software the students at UNO, who were not part of the crowd that developed the software, were asked to participate in a survey designed to measure the perceived quality of the systems. We used existing measures to evaluate the pragmatic quality, the hedonic quality stimulation, and the hedonic quality identification. In order to evaluate the perceived quality, we used the survey questionnaire developed by Hassenzahl [24]. The survey instrument is composed of a 7 point Likert-scale items designed specifically to measure the perceived quality of the software product.

Empirical Analysis and Results

For the crowdsourcing task, we received two partial solutions and one full solution. Out of the three, one of them was a prototype. The prototype solution contained only static features and only few of the features were incorporated in the solution. The possible explanation for partial solution development is either the absence of the motivation such as a reward for participation or the lack of the specific guidelines in terms of the expectations in the final solution.

Table 1 summarizes the descriptive statistics results while Table 2 and Table 3 shows the results of Multivariate and Univariate analysis.

A total of 66 students from UNO participated in the survey. The participants were either undergraduates or graduate belonging to different departments at UNO. Table 1 shows that the average response rate for the hedonic quality identification (HQL) as 5.2 and the hedonic quality stimulation (HQSL) as 4.6, which is more...
In order to compare the perceived quality of the website developed by the crowdsourcing model against the one developed by the professionals, we conducted a multivariate test (MANOVA) because there were three dependent variables. The three dependent variables were namely HQIL, HQSL and PQL.

Referring to Table 2 we see that the p-value is very close to zero, which is less than the level of significance (alpha); therefore, the development approach (crowdsourcing method and professionals’ method of software development) has an effect on all the three dependent variables namely HQIL, HQSL and PQL.

The MANOVA test also provides the ANOVA table to test the mean difference between the three dependent variables. Table 3 shows that the p-value for the HQSL and HQIL is close to zero, suggesting that the development approach has an effect on HQSL and HQIL. For PQL, the p-value is 0.107 and is greater than the level of significance, which suggests that PQL has no effect on the development approach.

than the average response rate for the crowdsourcing model-based approach which recorded as 4.27 and 4.03, respectively. For the pragmatic quality (PQL), the average response rate observed was 5.2 for the professional-development approach and 4.95 for the crowdsourcing model-based approach.

In order to compare the perceived quality of the website developed by the crowdsourcing model against the one developed by the professionals, we conducted a multivariate test (MANOVA) because there were three dependent variables. The three dependent variables were namely HQIL, HQSL and PQL. The alternative hypothesis in our study is that the development approach (crowdsourcing method and professionals’ method of software development) has an effect on all the three dependent variables.

Referring to Table 2 we see that the p-value is very close to zero, which is less than the level of significance (alpha); therefore, the development approach (crowdsourcing method and professionals’ method of software development) has an effect on all the three dependent variables namely HQIL, HQSL and PQL.

The MANOVA test also provides the ANOVA table to test the mean difference between the three dependent variables. Table 3 shows that the p-value for the HQSL and HQIL is close to zero, suggesting that the development approach has an effect on HQSL and HQIL. For PQL, the p-value is 0.107 and is greater than the level of significance, which suggests that PQL has no effect on the development approach.
Discussion / Suggestions

Design and development of software is an important and complex process. Due to the evolution of user-centric technologies, the tasks previously solved only by the professionals can now be solved by the wisdom of the crowd. While various organizations such as Topcoder and Innocentive have achieved considerable maturity, solving complex problems such as software design and development by a crowdsourcing model is still a topic of debate among academics and practitioners.

Theoretical and Practical Implications

Our research has shown that the development approach (professionals or crowdsourced model) has a statistically significant effect on the overall perceived quality of solutions (software) developed. However, we found no significant difference in terms of pragmatic quality aspect of perceived quality. This suggests that focus on the products (software developed by professionals and crowdsourced model) in terms of its utility and usability in relation to potential tasks is same for both the methods while there is a significant difference in terms of the hedonic quality which refers to the "general human needs such as novelty and change, personal growth, self-expression and relatedness" beyond the utility and usability aspect of a product [23]. We also determined the fact that the software developed by the professionals has better hedonic attributes than the crowdsourcing model.

Although various scholars have studied the crowdsourcing research phenomenon from the lens of software development, more research is warranted from the user perspective [35]. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the only experimental study on crowdsourcing and complex problem solving.

Primarily, the user experience model has never been used in the IS discipline and in particular the crowdsourcing domain. We go beyond the existing studies in crowdsourced software development by offering a deeper understanding of the perceived quality not only in terms of the utility and the usability of the software but also in terms of the general human needs. Existing studies on crowdsourced software development have mostly addressed the phenomenon based on couple of crowdsourcing organizations such as Topcoder and Innocentive [34]. In this study we have answered the call of various researchers who have emphasized the need for a more detailed study on the crowdsourcing and complex problem, and on the crowdsourced software development [33, 34].

Secondly, a systematic literature survey based on the top IS conferences and journals reveals that the theoretical research that motivates the design of crowdsourcing related artifact is least common and there is still very little research on traditionally popular topics such as adoption and complex problem solving in the crowdsourcing context. The conceptual model provided in this study should provide a solid starting point for continuing the crowdsourcing research by extending our knowledge of traditional work arrangements of organizations and crowdsourcing based model to solve complex problems.

Conclusion and Future Work

Our experimental study appears to be a necessary first step for better understanding the phenomenon of crowdsourcing and complex problem solving. Our scope was limited to only one experimental study, but the results still have validity. We provide a conceptual model for better understanding the crowdsourcing and its complex problem solving abilities. Although limited in scope only to the college students based crowd simulation, this experiment provides a solid foundation from which one can build future research. Given that this is the first step, we acknowledge that additional study is needed to verify and refine our conclusions and findings. First, more complex problems are needed to consider for this experiment. We recognize that our experiment is limited in scope, and are currently pursuing an extension to conduct a field experiment that includes professional crowdsourcing organizations such as Topcoder and Innocentive to simulate a diverse crowd.
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